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Abstract. Magnetized plasma dynamics is of central importance in a great variety of as-
trophysical phenomena, and poses particular challenges to computational studies. We re-
view the development history of the Versatile Advection Code, a software package de-
signed for simulating magnetohydrodynamic processes, and discuss its current extension
to grid-adaptive simulations. Adaptive mesh refinement is essential to capture plasma flow
details which play a role in long-term dynamical evolutions. A specific example is given
for magnetized shear flow layers, where large-scale coalescence effects go hand-in-hand
with small-scale magnetic field reconnections. Grid-adaptivity is also a prerequisite for ac-
curately handling relativistic hydro- and magnetohydrodynamic flow problems. Examples
of the latter are presented with an outlook to ongoing astrophysically relevant applications.
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1. Magnetized Plasma-Astrophysics

It is commonly stated that the vast major-
ity of visible matter in our universe is in the
plasma state, where free electrons and ionized
atoms/molecules form a macroscopically neu-
tral substance. Since charged particles have as-
sociated longe-range electromagnetic forces,
they exhibit collective effects which make the
plasma state of matter quite distinct from or-
dinary fluid behavior. Perhaps the best known
example of intricate plasma behavior is pro-
vided by our own Sun. There, the dynamics
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of the plasma constituting our Sun is gener-
ating the Sun’s internal magnetic field, which
in turn shapes the Sun’s corona visible at so-
lar eclipses. It is grossly understood how both
large-scale and small-scale plasma flows in the
solar interior contribute to a cyclic waxing and
waning of the solar magnetic field through a
dynamo action. The magnetic topology of the
solar corona thereby changes from predomi-
nantly dipolar during the solar minimum, to
a collection of loops, arcades, and continu-
ously rearranging magnetic complexes at the
time of solar maximum. Especially in this most
active magnetic phase, the solar corona is a
prime example of magnetized plasma dynam-
ics, with eruptive events up to scales and en-
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ergies sufficient to influence the Earth’s mag-
netosphere. A lot of research effort is cur-
rently en route towards predictive computa-
tions for the most violent of these so-called
‘Space Weather’ events (De Sterck & Poedts
1999; Mikić et al. 1999; Powell et al. 1999;
Odstrčil & Pizzo 1999). A common approach
is to simulate the coronal dynamics as gov-
erned by a set of conservation laws for the
macroscopic behavior of a perfectly conduct-
ing plasma: the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
description. Since the MHD equations have the
property to be independent of the length, time,
and mass scale, they form an ideal starting
point to numerically model not only coronal,
but general magnetized plasma-astrophysical
phenomena.

2. Magnetohydrodynamics

The ideal MHD description offers a contin-
uum, single fluid viewpoint of a plasma in
terms of the plasma density ρ, the velocity vec-
tor v , the pressure p, and the magnetic field B .
The 8 equations describe conservation of mass,
momentum, energy, and magnetic flux, written
as

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (v ρ) = S ρ (1)

∂ρv
∂t
+ ∇ · (v ρv − B B ) + ∇ptotal = Sρv (2)

∂e
∂t
+ ∇ · (v e + v ptotal − B B · v ) = S e (3)

∂B
∂t
+ ∇ · (v B − B v ) = SB. (4)

These are expressed in the conservative vari-
ables density ρ, momentum density ρv , total
energy density e, and magnetic field B , with
all additional sources and sinks collected in the
source terms S ρ, Sρv, S e and SB. In these equa-
tions, the total kinetic and magnetic pressure is
written as

ptotal = (γ − 1)

(

e − 1
2
ρv 2 − 1

2
B 2

)

+
1
2

B 2,

(5)
for an ideal gas with adiabatic index γ.
An additional restriction is posed by one of

Maxwell’s equations, namely

∇ · B = 0, (6)

so that magnetic field lines, everywhere tan-
gent to the local magnetic field vector, have
no beginning or end. The MHD equations writ-
ten above are valid for non-relativistic plasma
flows, but a special relativistic variant can
be formulated as well. The relativistic MHD
equations describe magnetized plasma flows
at near light speed, and again express particle
conservation, conservation of the momentum-
energy tensor, and the unchanged induction
equation (4) for the magnetic field. In both the
classical and the relativistic MHD equations,
the gas dynamical limit emerges from setting
B = 0.

3. Versatile Advection Code

The Versatile Advection Code (VAC), initi-
ated by Tóth (1996), is a software pack-
age designed for integrating numerically a
set of (near-) conservation laws in any di-
mensionality. In particular, the set of MHD
equations (1)–(4) augmented with the con-
straint (6), has been used as model equa-
tions in a fair variety of solar and astro-
physical applications. These include dynam-
ics in the solar corona and heliosphere, rang-
ing from coronal loop simulations where foot-
point motions cause waves to propagate and
dissipate their energy at higher coronal alti-
tudes (Beliën et al. 1999), to simulations of
the solar wind and forced coronal mass ejec-
tions (Keppens & Goedbloed 2000), to helio-
spheric perturbations developing in-situ as a
result of MHD instabilities (Zaliznyak et al.
2003). Recent astrophysical simulations have
focused on magnetized jets associated with
young forming stars or with more exotic ob-
jects like black holes and neutron stars. They
elucidated how jets are launched from magne-
tized accretion disks (Casse & Keppens 2002,
2004), and how interacting MHD instabili-
ties may play a role in maintaining jet co-
herency (Baty & Keppens 2002).

The VAC code is one of the main achieve-
ments in an interdisciplinary effort on par-
allel computational magneto-fluid dynamics,
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Fig. 1. Left panel: A 2D hydro simulation of a reflected Mach 10 shock, computed with 5 grid
levels to reach 3072× 768 grid accuracy. A Schlieren plot of the density structure is shown at t =
0.2. Right panel: Heavy mixing into lighter matter in a Rayleigh-Taylor unstable configuration.
Logarithm of the density at time t = 1.9 from a 5 grid level AMR simulation.

where 8 teams within the Netherlands collab-
orated in a Priority Program of the national
Scientific Research Organization (NWO). The
code is designed in a modular fashion, where
the set of equations to solve and the partic-
ular temporal or spatial discretization method
to integrate them is implemented in a rather
interchangeable manner. Specifically for the
MHD equations, VAC offers a choice of
five explicit, shock-capturing second order
schemes (Tóth & Odstrčil 1996), as well as
many options for handling the solenoidal con-
straint on B (Tóth 2000). The code always
employs cell-centered quantities representing
volume averages on a structured grid. The
dimensionality of the problem can be set
prior to compilation of the code, since the
source is written in a dimension-independent
fashion where its Fortran 90 style is aug-
mented with the Loop Annotation SYntax
(LASY, Tóth (1997)). Originally, data par-
allelism was achieved by means of High
Performance Fortran (Keppens & Tóth 2000),
but more recent applications make use of au-
tomated OpenMP parallelism, which demon-
strated linear scaling properties up to few tens
of processors (Keppens et al. 2002). An MPI-
based implementation will be released during
2004 (Tóth G., private communication), mak-

ing VAC suitable for fully distributed memory
parallel execution.

4. VAC and Adaptive Mesh
Refinement: AMRVAC

In many gas- and magnetofluid computations
of astrophysical interest, a hierarchy of spatial
scales need to be resolved simultaneously for
extended time periods. This justifies the need
for parallel computing, allowing high resolu-
tion studies on otherwise fixed grids. However,
with the notable exception of fully developed
turbulence simulations, there is typically no
need for a uniformly high grid spacing at
all times. It suffices to track and resolve the
small, localized structures (shocks, contact
discontinuities, strong shear layers) at a high
resolution, combined with coarser grids to
capture the more global, smooth flow features.
A version of VAC has now been extended
with a dynamic regridding methodology
known as Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR,
see Berger & Colella (1989)), to efficiently
compute classical, as well as relativis-
tic (Bergmans et al. 2004) hydro- and MHD
problems. The AMRVAC (Keppens et al.
2002; Nool & Keppens 2002; Keppens et al.
2003) software is again easily configured
to any dimensionality, and offers choices
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Table 1. Selected 3D simulations using up to lmax AMR grid levels, timings in seconds and
corresponding efficiency reached. The effective resolution and time interval is listed at left.

problem method lmax timing eff.

3D Advection TVDLF 1 172197 –
3203 × [0, 1] 3 8653 19.90

3D MHD TVDMU 1 218650 –
Rayleigh-Taylor TVDLF-MU (1-1) 2 46659 4.69

80 × 160 × 80 × [0, 1] TVDLF-MU (2-1) 3 40726 5 .37
3D MHD Implosion TVDLF 1 39437 –

2403 × [0, 0.4] 3 4733 8.3

in conservative, high resolution spatial dis-
cretizations combined with explicit time
integration. The grid hierarchy is one of
properly nested ‘rectangular’ patches, where
‘rectangle’ is to be interpreted according to
dimensionality. On each grid level, many
individual, different-sized but non-overlapping
grid patches are managed, which track flow
features in a manner dictated by the ensuing
dynamics. OpenMP parallelism can be ex-
ploited (Keppens & Tóth 2002), where the
dynamically scheduled threads execute the
time integration of the multiple grids on a
certain AMR grid level in parallel.

Figure 1 shows two 2D hydrodynam-
ical applications, where AMR capabilities
are nearly indispensible. At left, an example
taken from Nool & Keppens (2002), the well-
known 2D reflected shock problem introduced
by Woodward & Colella (1984) is computed
at an effective resolution of 3072 × 768. A
Schlieren plot of the density is shown, together
with the 5 level grid structure used in the sim-
ulation. Notice how the grids nicely trace the
various shock and contact discontinuity fea-
tures. Moreover, at this resolution one starts to
see the small-scale Kelvin-Helmholtz type in-
stabilities along the jet head behind the princi-
ple Mach stem and along the contact disconti-
nuity.

At right, a snapshot from a Rayleigh-
Taylor unstable configuration is shown (taken
from Keppens et al. (2003)), where the heavy
(dark) material mixes into the light material
underneath it under the influence of gravity.
As the smaller length scales are more unsta-

ble, this mixing process quite naturally devel-
ops flow features at all scales. The effective res-
olution reached is 800 × 800 and exploited 5
grid levels. Only the highest grid level contours
are indicated on this plot.

4.1. Efficiency considerations

Keppens et al. (2003) discussed in detail how
efficient AMR simulations can be, for a vari-
ety of 1D, 2D and 3D hydro- and MHD prob-
lems. Specifically, 2D hydro simulations like
those shown in Fig. 1 easily outperform cor-
responding high resolution, static grid runs by
factors of 10 to 20 in execution time. The
solution accuracy is thereby not sacrificed.
Table 1 summarizes specific timings for se-
lected 3D problems, whose setup is discussed
in Keppens et al. (2003). A 3D pure advec-
tion problem at effective resolution 3203 was
shown to compute twenty times faster when
comparing a static 3203 run with an AMR run
with only three grid levels. The two listed 3D
MHD simulations, a 3D MHD realisation of a
Rayleigh-Taylor problem as in Fig. 1 and a 3D
implosion simulation, were found to reach the
optimal efficiency possible. For the Rayleigh-
Taylor test case, a beneficial strategy is to ex-
ploit a different spatial discretization method
on the various AMR grid levels. For the 3D im-
plosion test, the ‘optimal efficiency’ meant that
the execution time was reduced by a factor 8
when allowing for 3 grid levels. This particular
timing compares wall clock times for OpenMP
parallel execution on 16 processors of the SGI
Origin 3800, for both the domain-decomposed
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Fig. 2. Three density snapshots in the evolution of a single shear flow layer with Mach number
M = 1 and Alfvén Mach number MA = 30. Notice the pairing/merging of vortices to form large-
scale structures, and the sudden appearance of (magnetic) islands at t = 11 leading to a turbulent
disruption.

static grid case as well as the AMR run. The
eightfold decrease is optimal when taking into
account the domain coverage of the second and
third grid levels, and further advantages of the
AMR simulation are in reduced memory re-
quirements as well as significant I/O reduction.
The use of more grid levels, in combination
with a sufficient resolution at the lowest level,

is expected to reach much higher efficiencies
than those of Table 1.

4.2. Coalescence in flow shear layers

A recent application of AMRVAC is
by Baty et al. (2003), where 2D MHD simula-
tions of a single shear flow layer are presented.
A simple velocity profile vx = 0.5 V tanh 20y
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on a 2D grid [0, Lx] × [−Ly,+Ly] and other-
wise uniform thermodynamic properties and
flow-aligned magnetic field is characterized
by its Mach number M = V/cs, with sound
speed cs =

√

γp/ρ, and Alfvén Mach number
MA = V/(B/

√
ρ). Initiated by a small random

vertical velocity perturbation, a transonic
shear layer with M = 1 and a very weak initial
magnetic field corresponding to MA = 30
is Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) unstable and a
vortical flow pattern develops. Its streamwise
extension is roughly of order unity under the
chosen parameter settings, which corresponds
to the horizontal wavelength λx,m of the
most unstable KH mode. When simulating
extended segments of this single shear layer
configuration, spanning multiple wavelengths
λx,m, unstable subharmonic modes can grow
up as well, and a continuous process of pair-
ing/merging vortices was identified. In Fig.2,
snapshots of the initially uniform density
variation for Lx = 8 show how at time t = 5
eight vortices have formed causing alternate
regions of compressed and rarified plasma.
Already at this time, pairing is evident which
is continued throughout the further evolution.
At time t = 11 only 4 vortices remain, and
the final time shown contains two large-scale
structures. For this value of the Alfvén Mach
number, it was shown that the initially weak
magnetic field gets amplified locally in strands
at the vortex perimeter. It survives multiple
vortex mergers without disruptive effect, and
ultimately meets in strongly localized current
sheets where sudden tearing-type reconnection
events start. In the frame at t = 11, these
are seen in the density as small-scale density
features at the vortex periphery. A rapid tran-
sition to a turbulent MHD regime then occurs.
This kind of magnetofluid processes, where
a trend to large-scale coalescence is occuring
simultaneously with localized instabilities and
small-scale reconnections, is ideally suited
for grid-adaptive computation. Since shear
flow layers are present in nearly all solar
and astrophysical plasma configurations, this
highly idealized model problem demonstrates
the need for AMR capabilities in more realistic
applications.
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Fig. 3. A spherical explosion for different
initial energies: ultra-relativistic speeds with
strong and narrow shock structures call for
AMR simulations.

4.3. Relativistic astrophysical flows

As relativistic speeds are observed or inferred
in association with a variety of astrophysi-
cal sources, e.g. Active Galactic Nuclei, rel-
ativistic flow solvers are needed. To con-
firm the need for AMR in relativistic simula-
tions, an example of a 1D spherical explosion
taken from Bergmans et al. (2004) is shown in
Fig. 3.

The problem setup is a straightforward rel-
ativistic hydrodynamic ‘shock tube’ in spher-
ical symmetry. Within a radius R = 0.1, the
pressure pi is a constant factor above the ex-
terior pressure po = 0.001, and the plasma
is static with unit density initially. The figure
shows the Lorentz factor at time 1.9, for three
different initial pressure ratios ranging from
103 to 1012. For more energetic blast wave sim-
ulations, the Lorentz factor easily reaches or-
der 100, and the Lorentz contraction causes the
dense shell of swept up matter to become ex-
tremely narrow. Therefore, this simulation ex-
ploited 4 grid levels, a base grid of 1000 cells,
with a refinement factor of 4 between succes-
sive levels: an effective resolution of 256000.

A much more demanding computation is
illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows a snapshot
of a 2.5D magnetized relativistic jet simula-
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tion exploiting mesh refinement. This calcula-
tion is performed with the new RMHD mod-
ule of AMRVAC (Bergmans et al. 2004) on a
base grid of 100 × 200 cells with three addi-
tional levels of refinement, resulting in an ef-
fective resolution of 800 × 1600. The jet is in-
jected with a velocity vz ≈ 0.99 (correspond-
ing to a Lorentz factor of about 7) into a two-
dimensional axisymmetric domain 0 ≤ r ≤ 8,
0 ≤ z ≤ 20 with background density ρe = 10,
pressure pe = 1.0, and a parallel magnetic field
Bz = 0.1. The jet radius at z = 0 is R j = 1 and
the density of the injected matter is ρ j = 1. The
jet has an additional toriodal magnetic field
component given by

Bφ =























bm(r/Rm) for r ≤ Rm,

bm(Rm/r) for Rm < r ≤ R j,

0 for r > R j,

(7)

where bm = 1.0 and Rm = 0.37. The transversal
pressure profile is such that the jet is in hydro-
magnetic equilibrium at z = 0, both internally
and with its surroundings. Shown in Fig. 4 is
the grid structure, as well as the poloidal field
structure, Lorentz factor, and density variation
at t ' 20. Future work will address the de-
tailed flow dynamics of such relativistic jets,
and compare magnetized cases with pure rela-
tivistic hydro jets.

5. Outlook

Adaptive techniques, originally developed for
compressible gas dynamics simulations, are
gaining increased usage in magnetized plasma
computations. Magnetofluid behavior typically
involves both large and small scale effects
which can only efficiently be simulated by us-
ing some form of automated regridding. We
presented examples of both classical and rel-
ativistic MHD applications, where the bene-
fits of adaptive mesh refinement are obvious.
Especially in the study of magnetized plasma
jets, the advent of general-purpose codes that
incorporate grid-adaptation will allow to do
thorough parameter studies. These can then
be validated against actual laboratory exper-
iments, and/or advance our understanding of
classical up to ultra-relativistic astrophysical
jet behavior.
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